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Bowling Green, Ohio

Utilities
director
selected
by Rich Harris
Associated Press writer

COLUMBUS — Gov. Richard
Celeste Tuesday named state
Rep. Jolynn Boster to replace
Thomas Chema as chairman of
the Public Utilities Commission
of Ohio.
"Lynn Boster has been keenly
aware of the public role of the utilities commission, a role that
brings with it the responsibility
to support and promote development of policies that will help
development ... of all of our
state, Celeste said.
"I am almost speechless,"
Boster said in a news conference
following the announcement of
her appointment. "I've had a
few hours to think about this
great honor and it is truly a
great honor.
"I am very proud to have been
chosen to chair (the commission) ... and I am very much
looking forward to having the
opportunity to dig in, to work
with my fellow commissioners
(and) to get some helpful hints
from Tom Chema," she said.
Chema said he would return to
his Cleveland law practice when
his term expires on April 9, but
added he was considering "a return to the public sector.'

Calendar changes sought
by Angela Blandina
assistant news editor

A proposal to adjust the University's academic calendar has been drawn up by members of the Committee on Academic Affairs.
An ad hoc committee of Ronald Lancaster,
associate professor of computer science,
Eloise Clark, vice president of academic affairs, and Peter Hutchinson, assistant vice
president of academic affairs, focused the
proposed changes to the current calendar on
the summer session.
According to Lancaster, the recommended summer session would include
three sessions — two six-week sessions and
one eight-week session — as opposed to the
nine overlapping sessions currently offered.
Under the proposal, the total summer
class period would be reduced from 13 weeks
to 12, lengthening the interval between
summer and fall sessions.
Lancaster said the committee hopes to accomplish several goals with the proposed
changes.

In the proposal, the current summer calendar is described as a "bewildering array
of starting dates, ending dates, deadlines
and term lengths." Lancaster said the confusion is in part due to the University's
switch to semesters in 1982. "Students have
an incredible time trying to schedule," Lancaster said. "The current system is putting a
lot of pressure on students.
One concern raised by some faculty members about the new proposal is that overlapping terms offer students more flexibility in
scheduling.
However, according to Lancaster, the current system has the opposite effect.
For example, each five-week course in the
current summer calendar meets for about
eight hours per week. A student taking two
five-week courses would spend about 16
hours per week in the classroom.
Should the student opt to take two fiveweek courses in an overlapping session, he
or she would spend 32 hours per week during
the overlap time —which is usually about 2-3
weeks.

Lancaster said the proposed summer calendar also would allow for greater classroom use.
The proposal would not alter the current
spring session. However, it recommends
tnat during the fall term, a new academic
holiday be instituted on the Friday after five
and one-half weeks of class.
Lancaster said what the proposal suggests
is a transfer of the Labor Day holiday to the
middle of the semester.
"The Counseling Center has indicated to
us a problem with new freshmen in particular because there is no break from Labor
Day to Thanksgiving," Lancaster said.
Although the creators of the proposal recommend that the changes become effective
summer 1990, the proposal has yet to be endorsed by the Committee on Academic Affairs or passed by Faculty Senate — which
held this year's last scheduled meeting
Tuesday.
Lancaster said the proposal will not be
forwarded by his committee until they have
received feedback from all the various University departments.

Faculty body takes
action
Better conditions sought
Senate terms restricted
by Barbara A. Weadock
copy editor

Faculty Senate Tuesday voted
down two pieces of legislation,
one limiting the numbers of consecutive terms a senator may
serve and the other restricting
the number of committees they
may concurrently serve.
The amendment recommendations were made by the
Committee of Concerned Faculty. The first was a Charter
amendment which stated that
"a faculty member who has served two consecutive three-year
terms shall not be eligible for rerelection until at least one year
has elapsed after the expiration
of the second term."
The second was a resolution/recommendation "that no
member of the faculty hold
more than two concurrent Faculty Senate/University Standing committee positions, including the Faculty Senate.''
Chan Hahn, professor of management and committee
spokesman, said the recom-

mendations for the Charter
amendment were not based on
negative aspects, but "for the
desire to bring more new blood
to Faculty Senate."
Benjamin Muego, associate
frofessor of political science at
irelands College, said preventing senators from serving more
than two consecutive terms will
not necessarily mean more faculty members will become active.
He added that in the case of
smaller colleges, the proposed
Charter amendment would hurt
them.
Muego suggested the way to
solve the problem is to encourage those who want to be active
to run for Senate positions.
An addition was offered to the
amendment that would enable
colleges to decide whether they
wanted to waive the Charter
amendment. The addition,
however was defeated.
John Huffman, professor of
journalism and Committee of
Concerned Faculty member,
said the committee will be
See Resolution, page 4.

Wednesday
RAIN?
(2 &
Today: variable cloudiness,
with a 40 percent chance of
showers. High in the mid-40s.
Tonight: mostly cloudy with a
.
40 percent chance of showers or "
flurries. Low in the mid-30s.
Thursday: variable cloudiness with a 40 percent chance of
showers. High in the upper-40s.
— Associated Press

by Barbara A. Weadock
copy editor

A part-time faculty resolution
that, according to one of its presenters, would improve work
conditions and the quality of education at the University was
tabled by Faculty Senate during
its Tuesday meeting.
Lester Barber, professor and
interim chair of the English department, said the primary purpose of the resolution "is to improve a number of deplorable
work conditions for people who
are already working at the University."
He added the secondary purpose is to increase the quality of
instruction at the University by
allowing departments to retain
instructors for more than five
years.
Barber acknowledged that the
resolution would not correct all
problems, but it would be a
start.
After about 40 minutes of debate, the issue was tabled.

In other business, nominations
for University and Senate committees were taken and the vice
chair and secretary were elected.
Blaine Ritts, professor of accounting and management information systems, is the vice
chair-elect and Bonita Renee
Greenberg was re-elected secretary.
Keith Roberts, professor of
sociology at the Firelands College, was nominated to the Academic Affairs committee;
Arthur Darrow, associate
professor of management, was
nominated to the University
Intercollegiate Athletic Committee; Elliott Blinn, professor
of chemistry, was nominated to
Equal Opportunities and Compliance committee; and Peter
Pinto, chair and professor of
management, was nominated to
the University Union Advisory
committee.
Clifford Brooks, assistant
Srofessor of educaon/curriculum and instruction,
withdrew his position on the
. See Senate, page 4.

Soviets, Cubans
discuss relations
by Michael Putzel
Associated Press writer

In his speech, the Soviet
leader spent considerable time
justifying the need for the reforms he has introduced in his
own country.

HAVANA — Soviet President
Mikhail S. Gorbachev told the
Cuban legislature Tuesday that
"Today only those can count
Soviet-style reforms were not a on success who are marching in
universal remedy for all com- step with the times, who are
munist countries.
drawing the necessary concluIn a 53-minute speech before sions from the changes resulting
the Cuban National Assembly, from the fact that the world has
Gorbachev also proposed that a entered the era of high technolo"zone of peace" be established 5y, of intellectual labor, of the
in Latin America and the Caribecisive role of science," he
bean and renounced any Soviet said.
intention of establishing naval,
air or missile bases in the reBut Gorbachev added that
gion.
"We do not regard our approaches and solutions as some uniGorbachev reaffirmed that versal prescription for all.
the Soviet Union will continue
supplying weaponry to Nicaragua s leftist government as long
"On the contrary, problems
as the United States continues to may be similar but each party
arm other Central American solves them in its own way,
countries. The issue remains a §uided by its own notions and
le specific features of its counmajor sore point in relations between Washington and Moscow.
try, he said.

Oil crew cleans
up after spill
by Tad Bartimus
Associated Press writer

VALDEZ, Alaska — Exxon crews Tuesday finished pumping the
remaining crude oil from the tanker Exxon Valdez in preparation
for refloating and removing the source of the nation's worst-ever oil
spill.
The fugitive captain of the Exxon Valdez sent signals he was ready
to surrender to face criminal charges of operating the vessel while
drunk.
The thick oil has floated over more than 1,640 square miles and
soiled 800 miles of beach. Thousands of animals are known dead.
At noon Tuesday, Exxon said it had finished transferring 48 million gallons of crude to three other ships. Twenty-five million gallons
of oily waste water remained aboard the Valdez, which spilled more
than 10 million gallons of crude into Prince William Sound when it
struck a reef March 24.
The company said crews would attempt to pump air into the hold
and refloat the vessel off a reef at high tide Wednesday afternoon.
If freed, the still-leaking ship, which has eight holes some 20 feet
long in its hull, will be towed to a remote cove for repairs.
Exxon then planned to take the ship to a Portlana, Ore., dry dock,
but port officials there said they weren't sure if they'd allow that, although the $12 million repair bill would provide about 200 jobs.

News in Brief
tor who did the tummy tuck on me did the same
procedure on a 36-year-old registered nurse two
months after he did me. She died from the same
complications and infections that I had. So I am
WASHINGTON (AP) - One woman told a House the lucky one."
Palso, trying to rebuild an advertising career in
panel Tuesday how a tummy tuck severely damaged her heart and left her scarred for life, while the wake of costly new surgery to implant an artianother recounted the fat-removal surgery that ficial valve in her heart, declared: "Please
disfigured her leg and nearly drove her to suicide. —someone must take control of these unqualified
Joyce Palso, of Santa Ana, Calif., said post- physicians who are calling themselves all sorts of
operative infections resulting from sloppy work of 'cosmetic specialists.'"
a cosmetic surgeon sent her Into heart failure five
The House Small Business subcommittee on
times within a year.
"But I want to tell you this," she said. "The doc- regulation heard a similar horror story from Ang-

Woman charges surgery
causes heart failure

ela R. Brown of Bowie, Md., who said she dieted
and exercised regularly for 16 years before turning
to a plastic surgeon to remove the "saddlebags
from her thighs via liposurgery, in which fat is virtually vacuumed from the body.
"I was led to believe that liposurgery was simple
and successful," she said. "And since I had chosen
a qualified, board-certified plastic and reconstructive surgeon, I was sure everything would be just
fine.
"Little did I know that after the surgery I would
never be the same."
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Winning isn't
everything
Sports. The mere mention of the word used to
turn most people's heads quickly. Everyone
wanted to know who was doing what in the sporting
world —the simple facts about simple games.
But times have changed. Many sports fans are
now fed up with the games they once loved. The
mere mention of the word "sports" now has a bad
connotation — and rightly so.
Sporting events are no longer played just for fun
— nearly every player and team wants to — if not
must — win. Ana with winning comes money — lots
of money. Nothing else is accepted.
Examples of this attitude flourish in today's
sports world. Sports ethics, which used to abound in
the early decades of the century, appear to have
disappeared. Everyone is talking double — especially at the collegiate level.
University presidents and academic officials
across the nation have called for higher standards
for collegiate athletes — standards which would
eliminate the cheating and class-cutting allowed by
many athletic programs.
And although sports were not invented with
cheating in mind, schools which abide by the law
are the exception rather than the rule. And although the few schools caught breaking the rules
are hurt by the penalties imposed, the ramifications do not eliminate the problems.
For example, Southern Methodist University's
football program was dealt the "Death Penalty" —
no football for three years — by the NCAA for
cheating in 1986. Oklahoma also cheated in football
and was placed on probation (no television revenue
or bowl appearances) for three years.
Seemingly, the rules enacted to enhance sporting
events are no longer important. Instead, the scoreboard has become the central focus — with the outcome of the contest more important than anything
else.
Illustrating this is the coach who falls on hard
times — failing to win a conference title during
several seasons. In most cases, the coach is fired
for not winning — despite that he or she played by
the rules. The message to all coaches becomes
quite clear — ruie-adherence is not enough. Now,
doing whatever possible to win and keep the job is
acceptable — as long as you don't get caught.
The ethics of the game are now well-hidden, buried alongside the "old" vision of the sportsmanship
and fair competition.
Look at the Olympics, where nations meet in socalled "friendly competition." But how can it be
"friendly competition" when many of the athletes
turn to performance-enhancing drugs, also called
steroids, to make them more competitive than their
bodies are meant to be?
At the professional level of sports, there are even
more problems — the most promenient: drug and
alcohol abuse and now, alleged gambling.
With each new controversy exposed* the vision of
the sport worsens. And instead of providing respectable role models and goals for American youths,
the once-proud world of sport is shrouded in shame.

RICARDO FRAZER -VIEWPOINT

Opinion conflicting with goals
John Kohlstrand's viewpointprinted in the
March 29, 1989 issue of The BG News is one
example of racism on the Bowling Green
State University campus. This kind of subtle
aggression is extremely destructive on a
campus struggling to rise above unfair, unjust and discriminatory treatment of people
of color. One of the official goals of BGSU is
to move toward the creation of a campus environment that is culturally diverse. I would
add that an implicit aim is the creation of
cultural pluralism in American society. The
position put forth by Kohlstrand expresses
an attitude that is in opposition to these
stated and implied goals.
One effect of Kohlstrand's "loose conversation" will be that of increasing hostility
toward blacks and inciting proponents of racism into action against people of color.
While it is true that tne proponents of racism
are "exceptionally devious in America," it
is not true that affirmative action can be
equated with white people being kicked out
of their jobs, as Kohlstrand implies. Mr.
Kohlstrand attempts to malign affirmative
action. The implicit assumption here is that
affirmative action precludes hiring based on
merit. The intent of affirmative action was
to eliminate barriers to employment while
still focusing on applicant qualifications.
The courts do not support placing people in
jobs for which they are unqualified. What
courts do support are fair, nonracist, proactive selection practices. All individuals
are protected under the Civil Rights Act of
1964. Courts do not support racial discrimination against white males or anyone else.
Courts do support active recruitment, the
advertising of jobs and outreach. There is
growing recognition that affirmative action
is necessary in an unjust society.
Three hundred years of chattel slavery,
racism and discrimination have resulted in
the unequal distribution of jobs and opportunities. Three hundred years of free labor is
also responsible for America's industrial
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Affirmative action does not mean that applicants are given jobs for which they are unqualified; that was not the intent of the law,
nor is it reality.
An additional effect of Kohlstrand's adventure in dialogue is to take such an important issue and turn it into a stale, fourthgeneration sci-fi flick. This is an example of
now unimportant certain people's lives are
to the moral minority. If it were possible to
achieve color-blind employee selection it
would be a violation of the law. This law requires employers to be sensitive to those
who have traditionally been discriminated
against, it also requires government contractors to keep records which identify the
race of applicants. Because candidates are
judged behind a screen does not mean that
their race will not be identified. Employers
are required to seek out and eliminate discriminatory practices, not perpetuate them
through a mythical color blindness. Kohlstrand's article serves to perpetuate the lie
that the conditions of white people suffer as
the benefits of affirmative action are accrued on black people. Anyone even remotely aware of the effect the eight years
the Reagan presidency has had on the distribution of wealth in America knows better.
Paradoxically, racism is both rampant
and invisible. Racism, however, is not invisible to me. I will continue to speak out
against this kind of aggression. It is disheartening that "educated people demonstrate
the breadth of their ignorance through a denial of reality and a preference for life in
some concocted fantasy world. America
owes a debt to my ancestors. The check written in 1865 for 270 years of servitude bounced
in 1866. The interest alone is astronomical.
How in the world can that debt ever be paid?
Frazer is president of the Caribbean Student Association.

Racism is evident everywhere
Once again, I find it necessary
to respond to another opponent
of affirmative action. This time,
I am writing in response to John
Kohlstrand^ article "A sabre to
combat problem."
I am gravely concerned about
this particular article because
the author, in his effort to attack
affirmative action, suggests
that racism is almost nonexistent in the American society
and therefore negligible in its effects on ethnic/racial minori-

ties. For example, he has Luke,
after months of intense research
and travel in America, finding
only isolated incidents of racism. Upon reporting his limited
findings to Yoda, he is encouraged to continue his search,
wnile Obi-wan tells Luke, "Let
the force be your guide...."
From here, John, through the
character of Luke, proceeds to
make a mockery of affirmative
action.
Is it possible that Luke was

unable to find many incidents of
racism because of his own ineptitude and/or lack of familiarity
with the many disguises and
subtleties of racism? Most likely
both are valid reasons for his
failure.
It is obvious that Luke did not
do any reading while on his hunt
for racism. For if he had only
visited a local newsstand and
browsed through some of the
current newspapers and magazines of the day such as The Wall
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prominence. America has benefitted greatly
riding the backs of blacks who were and are
still enslaved. The wealthy power elite
would not be where they are today if not for
the implementation of slavery. Those who
instituted it refused to acknowledge black
men, women and children as human beings;
frayed and burned their flesh; separated
their families; and did everything possible
to prohibit colored people from directing
their own lives. Until this reality is accepted,
it seems that certain whites will continue to
present and maintain a "plantation mentality."
America has also benefitted greatly from
the intellectual ability and vision of blacks,
like Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall, who identify racial injustice and speak
out against it. Marshall argued that "in light
of the history of discrimination and its devastating impact on the lives of Negroes,
bringing the Negro into the mainstream of
American life should be a state interest of
the highest order." (Regents of the University of California v. Allan Bakke)
Affirmative action is necessary in a society that systematically locks out members
of certain groups. It is incorrect to equate affirmative action with quotas or reverse discrimination. Affirmative action is a legitimate social remedy in the effort to eliminate
racial segregation and bring about a iust society. Reverse discrimination simply does
not exist. Only members of the group which
hold the keys to power can be racist. The
term has been used incorrectly. Racial discrimination is wrong whether it is done upside down, inside out, in reverse or with a
side twist. Quotas were only one of many approaches that grew out of the recognition
that the American society was unjust and
needed to be changed. This over-zealous action to seemingly correct past wrongs was
later deemed unacceptable, however raceconscious selection was deemed acceptable.

by Berke Breathed

Street Journal, The Washington
Post, USA Today, Time and
Newsweek, he would have read
the following headlines: "U.S. a
haven for racism pollster says,"
"Asian-Americans faced with
growing incidence of racism,"
"Punk-rocking New-Nazi 'Skinheads' giving new boost to hate
groups.
Also, it is plausible that Luke
found only a few incidents of racism because he was not astute
enough to ask some of the racial
minorities that he met on the
street where to find racism. For
example, he might have asked
Wesley Scott of Cicero, Illinois
who received a death threat
from the Ku Klux Klan, or Tina
Edwards, an American-Indian
at Macalester College, who was
mailed threatening letters wtih
racial slurs, where to look for
racism. Better yet, he could
have asked any one of those Hispanic FBI agents who recently
won a class action suit against
the FBI for discrimination in
promotions and job assignments. Finally, I wish that Luke
would have tne opportuntity to
ask Michael Donald, a black
teenager from Mobile, Alabama
about racism in America, but he
can't because two years ago Michael was tortured and lynched
bytheKKK.
Yes, I agree that these are isolated events, but I disagree with
John's assertion that there is "...
no great surge or undercurrent
of Racism" in America. On the
contrary, all of the evidence
which I gathered indicates that
the number of racist acts perpetrated against blacks and other
racial/ethnic minorities is on
the rise in America. Also, I
would be greatly interested in
knowing how many incidents of
racism, bigotry and discrimination needto occur before people, particularly white people,
get angry enough to do something about it? I personally have
a zero-tolerance level for racism
because I've found that a little
racism can hurt, maim and even
kill its victim.
In closing, I would like to see
the day when all of the opponents of affirmative action attack racism, bigotry and discrimination in our society with
the same degree of commitment
and aggressiveness they are
now using to attack affirmative
action. If they would only do so,
they might be shocked to find
that eventually there would no
longer exist a need for affirmative action.
Jack Taylor is assistant vice
president lor Minority Affairs.
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Jazz week celebrated Student awarded spot
Festival begins with Ferguson and 'High Voltage' with Houston Opera Co
Four student ensembles will have the chance to
display their talents during Thursday's "Jazz
Combos." Appearing will be The George Rawlison
Group; Cheeze, Burgers and Fries; The Don't
Give Up Your Day Job Jazz Review and Amy's
Cats.
Friday, David Melle, professor of performance
studies, special guest Mark Kieswetter, Halsey
and Reiter will perform.

by James A. Tinker
staff reporter

Jazz Week starts off on a funky note tonight and
is expected to conclude in a similar fashion Saturday in two concerts with legendary trumpet player
Maynard Ferguson and his band, High Voltage.
Performances by University faculty and students and Bowling Green High School Jazz Festival competitors comprise further components in
the celebration of this American art form.
The Ferguson concerts will be held in Kobacker
Recital Hall at 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. Tickets are available at the box office for $15.30, $12.50 and
$9.50, however students can get a discount of $2.50
with a valid student I.D.
All other concerts on the agenda for the Ninth
Annual Jazz Week are free, open to the public and
set for 8 p.m.
Wednesday's concert, "Jeff Halsey and
Friends," will feature computer- enhanced and fusion music. Halsey, associate professor of musical
composition and history and coordinator of jazz
studies, said he will be joined by Craig Reiter,
senior music education major, and Chris Berger,
freshman jazz studies major, for the performance.

He said Ferguson, 61, is still considered one of
the greatest jazz trumpet players ever and is most
noted for his work with Stan Kenton, as well as his
own band, Birdland Dreamband.
High Voltage is comprised of five musicians and
Halsey said the youthful group keeps the music
fresh.
A spokesperson for Kobacker's box office said
tickets are still available. Box office hours are
noon to 6 p.m. weekdays and noon to 10 p.m. Saturday.
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Fencing, foreign languages
and dancing are just some
things that one University student will learn while performing
with the Houston Grand Opera
this fall.

The high school festival brings jazz talent from
around the state Saturday afternoon and, according to Halsey, "provides an educational service for
the performers.

"marvelous singer and very gifted."

During that time, he will learn
to speak German, Italian and
French as well as learn sword
fighting, he said.

by Jeff Batdorf
staff reporter

Eric Perkins, senior vocal
performing
major, won an
audition with
the company
Feb. 12 after
competing
against 800
students nationwide.
Winners
were picked
after each con- Perkins
(csiant finished singing an aria,
an operatic solo, Perkins said.
Perkins' contract with the
opera company runs from September until May.

DISCOVER THE WORLD
OF MASS COMMUNICATIONS

He said he was not surprised
that Perkins won the audition
because he went through an intense training course here at the
University.

"They make us speak these
languages fluently and we have
fencing lessons because there
are a lot of sword plays in 18th
century operas," Perkins said,
adding he will be taking his lessons at the University of Houston.

"We train our people to get
employed, so he did what he was
suppossedtodo," Lazarus said.
Perkins said opera is very
challenging and physically
stressfufi to the performer.

Perkins began his opera career in the eighth grade and has
been singing for the past 12
years, including the past six
with the University's opera
theatre, he said.

"You have to act as well as
sing and you expend as much
energy performing in an opera
as running a 15-mile race," Perkins said.

"The wonderful thing is that
operas were written so long ago
and you're bringing to life characters that others brought to life
in the past," Perkins said.

He said before performing for
the Houston Grand Opera he will
spend the summer performing
with the San Francisco Opera
after he graduates in May.

Roy Lazarus, director of
opera at the College of Music,
honored Perkins as being a
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Financing Available

THE MORE YOU USE TOUR HEAD,
THE MORE MONEY YOU CAN GET FOR COLLEGE.
Enroll in Army ROTC as a college elective and serve parttime in the Army Reserve or National Guard, and you can get as
much as $4000 a year lor college. That includes your Guard or
Reserve pay, the GI Bill and up to a $1000 grant each school
year from ROTC.
Add it all up, and you'll graduate with a college degree plus
an Army Officer's commission. And all you have to do is use
your head.
fvW
ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLUCE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
CONTACT ARMY ROTC

Major Jeff Ovendon 372-2476
Room 151 Memorial Hall

JOIN

■ ■

US

■-■

SUMMER
STUDY IN

fCRHORE INrO
CALL
Or Chittle
372-8180 or
352-6012

FRANCE

EVERYBODY IS

software, a tape backup system and
serial terminals...
4M9S9 by The Answer Factory, all right. reserved..
ThU ad w created with Adobe tllu.tr.tor/Wlndow. and PageMaker.

WELCOME

DataNotes

Computer bulletin boards allow callers with modem-equipped
computers to correspond via electronic mail, participate in discussions
on a variety of topics, and share public domain programs.
The Badlands BBS, 353-2957, has PC, Macintosh and Commodore
file areas, 24-hour operation, and a technical help section sponsored
by The Answer Factory. Switch on your modem and call today at 300,
1200 or 2400 baud!
Badlands BBS is an independent and privately-operated system.

The Answer Factory
Computer Problem-Solving
Software and Equipment S»leg
134 Ea»t Court St.. BowllnffOreen^54-2110

APRIL 18,
9:00 PM
1002 COL. OF BUSINESS
:«•:*::■:

WANTED!
BGSU's most qualified
students as
ADVERTISING SALES
REPRESENTATIVES
for

The BG News
If you are a self-motivated,
results oriented person,
YOU
have the potential to be
one of the highest paid
students on campus.
All majors encouraged to apply.
Must have own car.
Applications and job descriptions
available at 214 West Hall.
DEADLINE: April 7, 5 p.m.

taux

352-2513

INFORMATIONAL MEETING

MARCY ATEN
MICELLE GRANT
TERRI BOLLIE
KIM COWAN
JILL "BILL" HANSEN
AMY BRUCKER
HALLE PHILPOT
ROCHELLE RIZER

Our newest feature
isn't new at all...

NOWAVaf/au/e

472-1113

THIS IS YOUR

nro
The Honors Student Association is
proud to announce the winners of
the 7th Annual Tuition Raffle
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RUSS KAHLER
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Blotter
. Two textbooks, valued at
$35, left unattended in the second floor lounge of Rodgers
Quadrangle were reported missing Thursday.
A locked, black 12-speed bicycle, valued at $500, was reported stolen from a bike rack
near Founders Quadrangle
Thursday.
A denim jacket, valued at
$30, left unattended in University Hall was reported stolen
Thursday.

_JA wallet, valued at $62, was
reported stolen from an unlocked locker in the Recreation
Center Thursday.
. A car stereo, valued at $350,
was reported stolen from a car
parked in Lot 6 Thursday.
Police are investigating an
alleged case of telephone narassment reported by a resident
of McDonald North Friday.
. A vending machine in the Ice
Arena was reported damaged
with items missing Friday.
A radio, valued at $80, was
reported stolen from a resident's room in Mooney Friday.
A denim jacket, valued at
$50, with personal and University keys was reported stolen from
a classroom in Hayes Hall Friday.

Play to avoid stereotypes
"It's not a play about AIDS. It's about relationships and there are no stereotypes in
the play/' he said.

by John Kohlstrand
stafl n-ponef

"As Is," a play relating two homosexuals'
experiences with the AIDS virus, will be
presented by the University theater department at West Hall through the end of
this week. The story — which revolves
around two roommates, Rich and Saul — focuses on the pair's relationships with family
and friends when Rich learns he has AIDS,
according to director Michael Taylor, senior
communications major.
The play deals with relationships and dying, and how people react to trie disease
(AIDS)," Taylor said, adding that the play is
not about AIDS or homosexuality.

Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

ComncilTravcl!

For A Free Brochure

CALL
ANYTIME

(800) 346-6401

BARBARA
HERSHEY

BEACHES

• We have a data bank of over 200,000 listings of scholarships, fellowships, grants, and loans, representing over S10 billion in private sector
funding.
• Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic interests,
career plans, family heritage and place of residence.
• There's money available for students who have been newspaper carriers,
grocery clerks, cheerleaders, non-smokers.
etc.
• Results GUARANTEED

831 Foster St
Evanston IL 60201
31? 475 5070 „

"AIDS is iust another disease that not only
affects the homosexual community, but the
heterosexual community. It concerns

BETTE
MIDLER

Every Student is Eligible tor Some Type of

Scheduled earners' Boo" anyt'me1 Above (ares
Vi round trip <rom Ocago Some reslncions
apply Onlhe-spc* railpasses int iStudent I D
youth nostet passes *or* and studv abroad
programs FHEE
Travel
P-Htfc Student
■
'■'■ Catalog
if'-

Houk said his role in the play made him
more aware of his feelings about homosexuals.

THEY MET ON A
BEACH 30 YEARS AGO

MONEY FOR COLLEGE

$235 00
$259 30
$27500
$279 00

> point
cause I don't have to deal with his problems,' Houk said.

WATCH FOR OUR
. 1st ANNUAL CLA2EL
ROCK & ROLL
FILM FEST

CDCC SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
llCC
STUDENTS WHO NEED
Amsterdam
Munich
Zurich
Vienna

Craig Houk, freshman political science
major, admitted he had some difficulty in
adapting to his role of Rich.

SHOWS TONITE
AT 7:15 & 9:30 P.M.
Lusty fun...

]

••

Eggl

OUR NEXT
ATTRACTION

everyone —homosexuality doesn't make you
different." Houk said.
Taylor said that he hoped his audience
would watch the play with an open mind.
"I don't want people to see the play with a

notion ... I want them to sit
Keconceived
ck and enjoy the play," he said. "It's a lot
about understanding and seeing from the
other person's point of view. We learned a lot
about not telling someone else 'I know how
you feel' because you really don't know."
The performance will take place at 121
West Hall on April 5-8 at 8 p.m. Tickets will
be available at the door for $2.

Senate
: i Continued from page 1.
Equal Opportunities and Compliance committee.
Faculty Senate commemorated 25 years of shared governance under the Academic
Charter with a presentation by
Stuart (livens, professor of history.
Senate Chair Bartley Brennan
said "it is the respect for this
document that is the difference
between living in a civilized society and a jungle."
During the communications
portion of the agenda, Brennan
said he reported to the Board of

Resolution
--] r-
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petition.
After the petition is submitted,
the Senate Executive Committee will form an ad hoc review
committee to supervise subsequent arguments and votes from
the tenured and probationary
faculty via the mail.

Chicago Style extra

Free Delivery

Free Delivery

352-5166

pEte***

1 I

Continued from page 1.
taking action, although the
Charter amendment was
defeated.
The group will call the action
into review by attempting to obtain 10 percent of the tenured or
probationary faculty to sign a

11
I medium Pizza and 2 Pops
l I
Tor any 13" Ont ht»
I I
Piuo, and get 1 cons
i i
of EQiUIii
I I
E« h 75' each
I I

Trustees on the Drug-Free
Workplace Policy, which is currently in Faculty Senate committee for further work. Brennan said he would report further
trustee action through the mail
or at a future meeting.
In final action, Brennan presented chair-elect Ann-Marie
Lancaster with a gavel. Her
term will become effective May
6.
Brennan asked senators to
keep their calendars open on
April 18 because the Senate Executive Committee may use that
on-call date. On-call dates are
days that additional Senate
meetings may be called to cover
outstanding business.

11
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ALL YOU CAN EAT
SPAGHETTI
WITH MEAT SAUCE AND GARLIC BREAD!
TONIGHT 4:30 7:00
*4.00
THE PHEASANT ROOM - 2nd FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION
No Reservations accepted t<>r this si«-< i.ii
Food coupons accepted 4:30 7:00 p.m, dally

. "iG M '89 WiTH

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
Phone

352-9378

835 High SI - Rental Office
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa
9 004 30

Monday-Friday

Housing Openings for SUMMER 8 Pall
9 mo.-12 mo. Leases
lemurs
PIEDMONT APTS
rrfcimm I •- ruths

BIRCHWOOD PLACE 650 SIXTH ST
SMALL BLDGS - MANVULE BETWEEN
6IH AND 7TH
RAIIVIEW MINI - WAREHOUSE
PARTY ROOM FOR RENT

UllNlK.l

U.ill K. H.|

II.I Un«> i lti-j-1-. Im
- hi.H .mil i nokllUI

All residents will have membership ptivileges
lo Cherrywood Health Spa
Complete facilities lor men and women
•
Hydro • Spa Whirlpool
•
Metro Sauna
•
Complete Exercise Equipment
•
Indoor Healed Pool
•
New Weight Equipment
•
Tanning Booth Available

milling
Unfc*(iv.uk>i*
vj inter

Mass Communication
Week
will be held

April 10-13

UNFORTUNATELY, SIGNS OF DRUG USE
AREN'T THIS OBVIOUS.
Fortunately, they're not invisible, either. That's why
it's so important that parents know what these signs an-.
The problem is that most parents rlon't know. And. as
so often happens, their child's drug problem goes undetected
It s senseless. Especially when the signs of drug use
are right in front of the parent's eyes. Signs such as
excessive secrecy, fewer visits home from college or a
drop in school performance. Other signs are irritability.

This message brought to you by Legal Studies Department,
the Advertising Club, and The BG News.

weight loss, pupil dilation, and heavy usage of eye drops
in- nasal sprays.
These are only a few. There are many Others,
If you're a parent, you must get involved. You can
l.-arn more about the signs of drug use by contacting
your local agency on tlrug abuse.
Knowing these signs isn't a cure. But at least it's a
start.

PARTNERSHIP FOR A DRUG-FREE AMERICA
« IliK". >milMjnt-nland Inr

(The Green Sheet incorrectly listed
the week as being this week)
Watch The BG News for details
of next week's activities.
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INTERNATIONAL / NATIONAL
USSR sees record Jewish exodus

Debt plan finds agency support

Jocks or nerds? Clothing tells all

GENEVA (AP) — Jewish emigration from the Soviet Union
soared to its highest level since 1979 last month, but the share of
those opting for a new home in Israel dropped to an all-time low, a
resettlement agency said today.
Reghina Boucault, spokeswoman of the Intergovernmental Committee for Migration, said 3,893 Jews arrived from the Soviet Union
in the Vienna transit center in March, compared with 2,226 in February.
Of the March total, just 114, or 2.9 percent, said they wanted to go
to Israel. Most of the others would like to settle in the United States,
Boucault said.
Last year, the share of those bound for Israel was 7.1 percent and
in 1987, before the Palestinian uprising in the occupied West Bank
and the Gaza strip, it was 24.4 percent.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Bush administration's Third World
debt initiative won key endorsements Tuesday from the two international agencies expected to implement the strategy.
Both Michel Camdessus, the managing director of the 151-nation
International Monetary Fund, and Barber Conable, president of the
other global lending organization, the World Bank, said they recognized tne need for urgency in addressing the debt crisis.
Conable said that any delay "could be devastating in view of the
expectancies which have been created" about the prospect for a reduction in the $1.3 trillion level of Third World debt.
In a speech to the final session of the spring meetings of the IMF
and the World Bank, Conable said that the bank had created a joint
task force to work with the IMF to speed implementation of the new
debt relief program.

NEW YORK (AP) — Macho muscle shirts clash with drippy, highwater pants at "Jocks and Nerds," a fashion exhibit that celebrates
and spoofs 20th-century men.
The two stereotypes are among 12 categories being explored
through May 16 in an exhibit at the Fashion Institute of Technology
that shows "how men create images for themselves," said curator
Richard Martin.
Mannequins are transformed into jocks, nerds, rebels, workers,
cowboys, military men, hunters, sportsmen, Joe College, businessmen, men about town and dandies.
A man's clothing reflects his personality, although "perhaps not in
a purely conscious way," Martin said.
A jock — depicted here in photographs of Sylvester Stallone as
"Rocky," a reclining Jim Palmer pitching Jockey underwear, and a
comic book outlining Charles Atlas' rise from 97-pound-weakling to
he-man.
"Jocks go in and out of favor. In the late 1960s and early '70s, the
anti-establishment time, jocks were portrayed as dumb," said Martin. "But they are always perceived as sexy."
Nerds have other qualities.
The exhibit, noted Martin, features "our '80s nerd, complete with
white socks, high-water pants and black glasses: beautifully made
clothing that really respects the history of the nerd: the pattern mix,
the ungainliness, the T-shirt under the open collar of a 1950s nylon
shirt in a really icky material."

STATE / LOCAL
Human skull believed prehistoric

Smog-producers could be cut

SPRINGFIELD, O. (AP) - A skull unearthed by an amateur archaeologist on a hilltop near this southwestern Ohio city appears to
be prehistoric, a museum curator says, but construction planned for
the hill may prevent deeper exploration.
' The skull, believed to be that of a child, was uncovered about a
month ago by a hobbyist digging for Indian relics, according to the
Clark County coroner's office.
j "I see no reason to believe that it is not prehistoric," said J. Heilman, curator of anthropology at the Dayton Museum of Natural History, who examined a portion of the jawbone retrieved by the coroner's office after the discovery. "All signs point to it being prehistoric."
The skull was rcburied by the digger, the coroner's office said.
Heilman said the relic was found in a sand and gravel ridge scientists believe was formed centuries ago by residue from melting glaciers. Such hills are called kames.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Ohio power plants could dramatically reduce smog-producing nitrogen oxides if encouraged by the federal
government, the American Lung Association said Tuesday.

Ex-Trustcorp head quits board

Pfeifer seeks 'super penalty' law

TOIJ2DO (AP) — George Haigh, Trustcorp Inc.'s former top executive has resigned as chairman of the Committee of 100, the
group's executive director said Tuesday.
Director Dennis Hellmann said Haigh's letter of resignation, submitted to the Committee of 100 board Monday, gave no reason for the
resignation.

COLUMBUS (AP) —Ohio may need some sort of "super penalty"
to deal with people who have been repeatedly convicted of drunken
driving, a state senator said Tuesday.

Ohio produces more than 1 million metric tons of nitrogen oxide
compounds each year, the association said in a report.
If Ohio power plants took advantage of available technology, nitrogen oxide emissions could be reduced by betwen 336,000 and
375,000 metric tons, the report said.
Nitrogen oxide compounds help form smog and ozone, and contribute to acid rain. Some also contribute to global warming, or the
"greenhouse effect," and others may be more damaging to health
than previously believed, the association said.
"Aggressive control of (nitrogen oxides) is necessary, feasible and
long overdue," spokeswoman Peg Garland told a news conference.

Sen. Paul Pfeifer, R-Bucyrus, sponsor of a bill to toughen Ohio's
drunk-driving law, said drivers such as Kenneth E. VanMeter of Akron, who has eight drunk-driving convictions in the last decade and
was arrested last weekend for a ninth time, are why the measure is
needed.

"The Committee of 100 obviously is going to continue to exist,"
Hellmann said. "Haigh's commitment to growth and development in
this area is unequaled. His resignation will undoubtedly cause some
definite changes in the Committee of 100 in terms of leadership and
style."

"Clearly with that kind of record, no amount of lecturing is going
to make any difference," said Pfeifer. "If there are people cropping
up in the system like this, we may need some sort of super penalty
for this kind of offender."

Hellmann said the panel will meet later this week to discuss finding a new chairman.
Haigh last week resigned as Trustcorp's chairman and chief executive officer after a series of problems, including the write-off of
more than $70 million in bad loans, most of them in downtown
Toledo.

Ohio law calls for minimum sentences of three days for a first
offender, 10 days for a second offender and 30 days for a third
offender. Someone with three or more offenses may be sentenced to
up to a year in jail.

Show focuses on 'straight' news
CONWAY, Ark. (AP) — ABC Correspondent Sam Donaldson
knows his new prime-time news program will compete with popular
entertainment shows.
But the former White House reporter predicts if his show is successful, evening audiences may get more TV journalism.
"Prime time will be taken over more and more by news departments of the networks," Donaldson said in a speech Monday at the
University of Central Arkansas.
Donaldson told about 350 people that, "although Diane and I will
be competing on Thursday night against 'L.A. Law' and 'Knots
Landing,' which are pure entertainment shows, we will still be
straight news." Diane Sawyer is anchorwoman.
The new ABC program will be different from "60 Minutes" on CBS
and "20-20," on ABC, because "mine will not be a magazine show,
although they are good," Donaldson said.

Indians' flick an 'underdog story'
CLEVELAND (AP) — The Cleveland Indians did not disappoint
screenwriter David S. Ward, in town for Tuesday night's debut of
"Major League," his latest film starring Tom Berenger andCharlie
Sheen.
Ward, whose movie credits include "The Sting" in 1973, threw the
ceremonial first pitch for the Indians' opener Monday, in which they
beat Milwaukee, 2-1.
"I've been a long-suffering Cleveland Indians fan since I was 5
years old," Ward said before he took on his pitching duties.
"Major League" is about misfit minor-leaguers and over-the-hill
baseball veterans signed as Indians by a new owner. The owner
hopes they'll be so bad that attendance will drop so she can break
her stadium contract and move the team to Miami.
"I chose the Indians because of my longstanding interest in them
and because I wanted to do an underdog story," Ward said.

Applications are being accepted
for

Two shows: 7 pm and 9:30 pm

Saturday April 8, 1989

Kobacker Hall

s

Reserved seats: M5.50. M2.50 and 9.50
s

* 2.50 student discount with valid BGSU ID
Tickets still available at Moore Musical Arts Center (12 pm - 6 pm)

Summer 1989 BG News editor
Fall 1989 BG News editor
1989-90 Gavel editor
1990 Key editor
1989-90 Miscellany editor
1989-90 Obsidian editor
Application forms may be obtained at
The BG News office, 214 West Hall.
Application deadline Fri., April 7. 5 p.m.

and Finder s, Boogie, Abbey Road, and The Shed
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R.E.

Management

505 ClOligh Apt. B 15 352-9302
Location

Entire
Summer Price

Campus Manor
Thurstln Manor
615 Second St.
825 Third St.
701 Fourth St.
Rockledge Manor
640 Eighth St.
841 Eighth St.

$575
$475
$575
$500
$575
$600
$575
$550
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UAO's
BUCKEYE BOWLING TOURNAMENT
April 10-13, 6:45 - 9:30
Sign-ups are April 3-7 in the UAO Office
*$5.00 entry fee*
(can be charged to your Bursar Account)
*16 men and 16 women*

Prizes to be won!
Single-Elimination
For more information, call the UAO office at 372-2343

UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO

UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO UAO
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Falcons drill Oilers 21-1
BG bats explode for 24 hits against Findlay
starting pitcher Craig Hughes 10 pitches to throw a
strike as he walked Shawn Gillenwater and Daren
Stiles to start the inning.
Hughes finally threw a strike to Brian Koelling,
After depending on some solid pitching for the who put the ball into play as he grounded to Oiler
last three contests, the men's baseball team's third baseman Gary Kujawa. Kujawa promptly
offense did their fair share of contributing to the tagged out Gillenwater, but threw the ball into
cause Tuesday afternoon at Steller Field.
right field as he tried for the force of Stiles at secThe Bowling Green offense, which had scored 16 ond.
runs in their last three outings, topped that total in
The next batter, Kyle Hockman, tapped back to
just seven innings in a 21-1 victory over the Find- Hughes and it looked ;is if the Oilers might get
lay Oilers. The victory was BG's sixth-straight and out of the inning untouched. But the Falcons would
raised its record to 12-2.
go through the order one more time before the inThe Falcons made it clear they brought the bats ning ended.
When the smoke cleared, BG had racked up nine
as they posted a nine-run first inning and never
looked back. The 21 run performance, however, runs on seven hits that sent Hughes to the showers
did not mark the most runs scored in a game this in favor of Brian Heitz. The big blow in the inning
season. BG posted a 29-run outing against Illinois- came on a three-run homer from Stiles.
Platzer said the lopsided score gave him a
Chicago in Orlando, Fla. on March 19.
Falcon head coach Ed Platzer said he was chance to get some different players in the game.
pleased with his team's overall performance.
"We played everybody and that's good," he said.
"I was very happy with the way we swung the
bats," Platzer said. "Our pitching was decent. "All these kids have worked hard and they deserve
a
chance
to play."
Vince (starting pitcher Metzgerl wasn't as sharp
as he was a week ago (against Michigan), but he
still pitched pretty well and did a nice job."
The Falcons collected 24 hits on the day in all.
One of the reasons Metzger wasn't as sharp Hockman collected three hits, including a threemight have been the fact the lefthander was forced run homer. Captain Greg Lashuk had five RBI's on
to wait approximately twenty minutes between in- four hits — three of them which were doubles.
nings, while the Falcons pounded the ball
offensively.
The pitching continued to be impressive. The
Metzger went five innings, giving up one earned combination of Metzger, Sharp and Schwind
run as he recorded his third victory against no los- lowered the team ERA to 3.00, while the opposes in his fifth appearance of the season. The duo of nents' ERA ballooned to 8.12 after Tuesday's perGreg Sharp ana Rob Schwind combined for two in- formance.
nings of shutout ball to finish off the Oilers and
hand them their sixth loss against three wins and
Oiler second baseman Greg Steinecker pounded
two ties.
out two hits in three at bats, while knocking in the
In the Falcons' nine-run first, it took Findlay only run for the visitors.
by Mark Huntebrinker
sports editor

BG News/Pat Mingarelli
Bowling Green's Jason Welch dives back into first base during the first inn ing of Tuesday's game at Steller
Field. The Falcons won their sixth-straight game in a 21 • I victory over Findlay.
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SENATOR JOSEPH BIDEN
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Environmental mosquito management and aquatic weed
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Gam valuable, professional work experience.
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PIZZAS

Choice 01
Pan Pizza Or
Original
Round

$325

|E.p-M 6 30 89

BOWLING GREEN

with quality toppings
on every Marco's Pizza

3(10")

Cheese &\ 1 Item

$355j
FAST FREE DELIVERY

211 West Hall

ILI

TRY OUR NEW PAN PIZZA!

• No OB*' Coupon Wtfn This Off*

I

-

M-100

• Dough made Iresh every day
• 100% real dairy cheeses
# Frefh meats and vegetables

I
I
I

quick quality and inexpensive graphic arts services

' 10 Slot* Only
I NO Oirwr Coupon With Tint Offer

I

M40

CDCC EXTRA
rflLL THICK

SAUCEl
C R U S Tl

j

372-7418
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Sanders, Walsh Runners face MAC foes Falcons
win two
eligible for pros
The NFL draft gained two blue-chip players and a touch of
intrigue Tuesday when University of Miami quarterback Steve
Walsh announced his intention to turn pro and the league
granted admission to Heisman Trophy winner Barry Sanders.
Sanders, who threatened to go to court if necessary to enter
the NFL, learned that he wouldn't have to. The NFL granted
his request to enter the April 23 draft because his school, Oklahoma State, is on NCAA probation and because coach Pat
Jones and athletic director Mvron Roderick support him.
"We've always believed it best for both professional and college football that the NFL's eligibility rules not work to disrupt
college programs or players' educational opportunities," said
NFL spokesman Joe Browne.
"But when an underclassman whose program is under
NCAA sanctions decides to turn pro with the full support of his
college coach and athletic director and when he has lost any
remaining college football eligibility in the process, we have no
realistic choice but to accept him."
Half an hour later, Walsh announced he would give up his
final year of eligibility, but specify whether he would petition
for the regular draft or one of the two supplemental — either
in August or September.
Walsh doesn t need league permission because he plans to
graduate this summer.
The 5-foot-9,183 pound Sanders, who broke or tied 24 NCAA
records last year while rushing for 39 touchdowns and 2,628
yards, is far more aware of his status. As it stands now, the Detroit Lions, who choose third, are desperate for speed and are
likely to take him.
Walsh, on the other hand, is ranked with Washington State's
Timm Rosenbach — another junior who may go in either the
regular or supplemental drafts — one level below UCLA's Troy
Aikman.
Aikinan was considered a cinch to be taken by the Dallas
Cowboys, who choose first, until the team was purchased in
February by Jerry Jones. Jones named Walsh's college coach,
Jimmy Johnson, to replace Tom Landry.
Hence the intrigue.
Johnson, who is on the road scouting, reiterated Tuesday
through Cowboys' spokesman Greg Aiello that he will not make
a decision on his choice until the day of the draft. It's considered possible he could trade the choice to a team like Kansas City, which picks fourth, or San Diego, which picks eighth
for a combination of picks and players and then take Walsh.
But he was noncomittal Tuesday.
"Steve Walsh was an outstanding player for us at the University of Miami," he said. "I feel he will be a productive
player in the NFL... but we are still in the evaluation process."

The men's and women's track teams will both be
coming off gutsy performances this weekend as
they take on Mid-American Conference foes Ball
State and Miami.
The women, who travel to Oxford to participate
in the Miami University Invitational on Saturday,
are coming off a near upset over nationally ranked
Indiania last weekend. BG went into the final
event, the mile relay, with a chance to upset the
Hoosiers, who finished fourth in the recent NCAA
indoor meet.
But, iu outlasted the Falcons for a 77-68 victory.
With the relay being worth five points for the
winner and none for the loser, BG trailed by four

CINCINNATI (AP) -Former
Bowling Green pitcher Orel
Hershiser's record streak of
scoreless innings is alive at 59 as
he prepares for his first 1989
start. But not to Hershiser.
The Los Angeles Dodgers'
right-hander doesn't care about
the scoreless streak that he
takes into his start Wednesday
night against the Cincinnati
Reds. Although every additional
scoreless inning will make
baseball history, he considers
the streak history.
"I don't think about that at
all," he said Tuesday, during a
workout at Riverfront Stadium.
"They're going to tie that
together in the record books
with an asterisk. If I throw a
shutout, maybe we can say I've
got a streak of nine in '89.
"But other than that, I don't
think the streak is around. I
think that's gone. When the
(New York) Mets scored off me
in the playoffs, I think it ended."
Hershiser finisher* the regular
season with 59 scoreless innings
and unofficially, extended the
streak to 67 innings in the
playoffs against the Mets before
allowing a run.

1

THE
TANNING
CENTER

10 VISITS ONLY $20
TOLEDO'S BEST CONTACT & EYEGLASS PRICES

5 VISITS FOR $10

CONTACTS
• W J COLORS
FOR UCHT EVES

• AMERICAN MYORON Mi
• BAUSCH 1 LOMB .«>.«

• BAUSCH A LOMB |On
■ AMERICAN HYDRON .

'34g&

EXTENDED

TINTED

jmt%a

CONTACTS 0"F££

_ „

,69S£

with this ad to April 8. 1989
good ot these locations

Hair Unlimited
143 W. Wooster

PAIR
SINGLE VISION
SINGLE VISION

• FRAMES • BIFOCALS

7488
(GLASS OR PLASTIC

8988

ont

248 N. Mom

HtW TINTlOSOtT CONTACTS

Turlington Optical

IOH DO
IMS S. Vr

the Wash House

OH S SHI" OPTOMETRIST

i%

BO* MM, I .HUN
T CHIDO
1616 1. Woo***i
IIS* W. SvNdnU
——«•<•«.

472-1113

YOUR TANNING PROFESSIONALS
•SINCE I960-

352-2533

354 - 0558
CHANCES ARE

Is Now Renting Frazee Avenue
Apartments for Fall 1989.

We also have other apartments and
houses for rent. For more details

The Bowling Green softball team upped its record
to 9-15 overall and 5-1 in the
Mid-American Conference
as it swept a two game series from Kent State Tuesday.
The solid pitching of Lisa
Hufford was accompanied
by two hits from Michelle
Clagett. Her two-run
homer in the third inning,
helped BG to a 6-3 victory
in the first game of the series. The win upped Hufford's record to 3-11.
BG downed the Golden
Flashes 5-2 in the second
game on eight hits and no
errors with Becky Bailey
going the distance to record her third win against
four defeats.
Kris Rossi led the Falcons with one hit and two
RBI's.

BURLINGTON OPTICAL DOES IT AGAIN!

"IN PUBCNASt 0« ttt («AM

cinema

Houston and San Francisco, before breaking Drysdale's record
Sept. 28 at San Diego with 10
scoreless innings.
He was remarkable during the
streak, allowing just 31 hits and
11 walks in the 59 innings.
The streak was a prelude for
his postseason excellence. He
was voted Most Valuable Player
of both the National League
championship series and the
Worm Series. He shut out the
Mets in Game 7 of the championship series, and pitched a
complete-game victory in the
fifth game of the World Series
against Oakland to win the
championship.
His brilliance earned him a
unanimous Cy Young Award.

Under baseball's recordkeeping system, the postseason
runs don t count against the
streak, which is carried over to
this season. Every additional
shutout inning he pitches will be
added onto the streak.
As far as the Reds are concerned, breaking the scoreless
streak is more a matter of
necessity than finding a place in
history.
"We need to be able to score to
win," shortstop Barry Uirkin
said. "Obviously we want to
break the streak; you've got to
score to win."
The streak started on Aug. 30
with four shutout innings at
Montreal. Hershiser then shut
out Atlanta twice, Cincinnati,

6488

l

2 Bedroom, Furnished apartments with
2 baths s600 per month & electric.

Kyle Wray picked up the only individual title for
the Falcons with a victory in the discus with a
heave of 171-feet 1-inch.

Streak trivial to Hershiser

Make your taxes less taxing.
Do them today
GREENBRIAR Inc.

points. But, the Falcons ran a 3:48.20 and were
nipped by the Hoosiers who finished in 3:48.08.
Pacing BG was junior Tracy Gaerke who continued to run well picking up two of the eight first
place finishes recorded by the Falcon runners. She
won the 800 meters and the 1500 meters in which
sheposted her career best time of 4:29.18.
The men will host Ball State this weekend after
suffering a third place finish at Indiana last weekend. They recorded 31 points behind Cincinnati's 34
and Indiana's 116.

ESCAPE WITH l^UlhS/ 's Spring
Camping & Hiking Trip at John Bryan
State Park!!

SKIN DEEP

POLICE ACADEMY 6

LEVIATHAN
.

.'. -5 7 05 9 45

,

WHEN:
COST:

Saturday & Sunday April 8 & 9 .
S20 per person
includes: transportation, eauipment, and food ! '

THE RESCUERS
EVENINGS 7 00

CALL
352-0717

224 E. Wooster
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tin- desire
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(•el .i laMC ol »hal lit.- is like
at lilt- lop lite llidn s on IIN

Geta taste
oflife
at the top.

Sign up in the ^LRJ® office Now till
April 5th.
• sleeping bags ore on a first come first
serve basis*

How Do Your Savings
Measure Up?
PURCHASE A CD
With A New
Deposit Until April 17
And Receive A
SPECIAL 1/2% BONUS
On Top of Our
Regular High Rates.
No Minimum Deposit.
COME JOIN US!

Glass City Federal Credit Union
Northwest OHIO'S Leading Regional Credit Union
445 E. Wooster St., Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 (419)352-0787
(Other locations in Toledo, Rossford and Maumee)
All Accounis Federally Insured lo $100,000 by National Credit Union Administration, an Agency ol the U S Government.
ACCEPTING PILOT APPLICATIONS FROM FRESHMEN £ SOPHOMORES CALL COLLECT (313) 973 7070
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

"JUSTICE: THE HOMELESS"
An address by Mr Harold Moss ol the Washing
Ion 0 C based Community for Creative Nonviolence an Advocacy organization working
with the homeless
THURS. APRIL 8th 7:30 p.m. 115 EDUCATION

Anniversary Sale
Athletic Shoes-approved
Basebel Equipment
Many other items now on sale
Falcon House Sporting Goods
123S Mam Street
Downtown • 352-3610

Congratulations Alpha Gamma Delta
Julie Pecano and Sigma Chi
Pal "Beast" Warren on Winning
Show OFF you TAN 89
The Alpha XI'a

The TOLEDO COMEDY CLUB ft CASSIDY S
are bringing COMEDY to BOWLING GREEN
every Inday and Saturday al 10 OOp m at
CASSIOYS reservations accepted 3530100.
176E Wooster

DG ' GINA " DO
I had a wonderful time at lormal You are such a
special girl' You have made my Me complete I
Love you Very. Very much honey'"
LOVE
SPENCER

The Young Executive Club wants to grve you
$10,000 to invest' Enter the campus-wide
Stock Market Challenge open to al CASH
PRIZE" Entry details at mlo table m B A
Lounge

DO ' PI KAPP ' DG ' PI KAPP ■ DG
Spencer Gabriel
Congratulations on your recent engagement
We hope you'll be happy'
Your Brothers

TNs is your last chance fo see Europe and earn
6 credit hours Join our summer study m
France The informational meeting is April 18.
9 0Opm 1001 BABLDG for more info call Df
Chrltleat 372-8180or 352-6012

DON'T STALL-MAKE A CALL
FOR THE FALL
BEFORE WE'RE ALL OUT OF
WINTHROP TERRACE APARTMENTS
400 Napoleon Rd 353-9135

To our Tolerant DG formal dates, Gregg A
Eric
Not 75S Rt 6* A 50 Mm drive? We'll be there
in 40-I'm going to drive last We'll slid make it
lor dinner at 7 30-no problem' it Can't be the
Hoiidome-it's not m the shape ol a dome We 1I. It was the right Holiday inn At least dinner
was late Partying was awesome until someone
ran out-oh no Christian or Should we say Jimmy Stewart to the rescue That jean jacket
.looks great with your dress I wonder if they
lound the gum on the 'ire extinguisher HELP I
lost my wallet and my glasses Great
a flat
tire' Thanks lor a night to remember'
Peggy ft Jamie

MAYNARD FERGUSONS High Voltage
• •' ASM (MIS Club! Elect«na * ■ *
Place 116 BA Tonight'
Time 7 30pm
Awards and Elections
Get ready lor next Year"

100.000 CHILDREN IN THE U.S.
ARE WITHOUT HOMES EACH NIGHT
DEMONSTRATE YOUR CONCERN!
Following Harold Moss Speech Thurs April 6
at 7 30 pm m 115 Education people will snow
their solidarity with the Homeless by not returning to their homes that night
PLEASE JOIN US IN THE UNION OVAL OR AT
THE UCF CENTER OVERNIGHT on aprlt 6.
For more information call 352- '534
Anyone interested In volunteering to work olr
the RED CROSS BGSU BLODDMOBILE during
the woe* ol April 10th 14th please contact iisa
813726716
DON'T FORQET... tlG is tomte at 7 OOpm m
127 Hayes Everyone is Welcome (remember
only 2 more weeks
Till Earth
Day'lENVIROMENTAL INTEREST GROUP
GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE
SPRING ICE SKATING PARTY
FREE'*
ADMISSION AND SKATE RENTAL
For Graduate Students
BGSU ICE ARENA
Friday. April 7 1989
6 15pm -7 45pm Graduate Students and
lamrfy ONLY
8 OOpm-10 OOpm Free to Graduate Students
who arrive BEFORE 8 30p m
Graduate 10 required Open lo Graduate Stu
dents and their termites
HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT SOCIETY
ELECTION NIGHT
WED. APTIL5.7 30
BAA 1011
MAYNARD FERGUSON'S High Voltage
in concert Saturday April 8th
7 0049 30 Kobacker Hal
(reserved seals stu available)
sposorefl by UAO
and the College ol Musical Arts

MAYNARD FERGUSON'S High Voltage

MAYNARD FERGUSON'S High Voltage

MAYNARD FERGUSON'S High Voltage
! ATTENTION KAPPA SIG ASALTADOR'S!
"BORDEASALTO"
PREPARE TO MOVE OUT.
S100 CASH PRIZE
S100 CASH PRIZE
UAO ROOMMATE OF THE YEAR CONTEST
ENTER YOUR ROOMMATE BY FRIDAY TO
Win!
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE NOW IN RESIDENCE HALLS.

1 st annual Phi Muf Kappa Slg
DOUBLE DARE
Saturday April 8
Get Psyched I

1st annual Phi Mu/Kappa Sig
DOUBLE DARE
Saturday April 8
Get Psyched!

* USG POSITIONS AVAILABLE *
Apply Today
405 Student Services
•GETINVOLVEO' *
•' Plan Where You Will Land * ■
Junior Placement Orientation
April 5 3-4 30pm Community Suite
April 6 6-7 30pm Ballroom

'GET INVOLVED IN USG'
TODAY!
•GET INVOLVED IN USG"
TODAYI

Peace Coalition
There will be a meeting
tonite 9.00pm J! UCF

'GET INVOLVED IN USD'
TODAYI

WBGU-POWER 88 Brings you the best rn R ft B
Dance Music ft Rap m the area every Mon .
Tue and Thurs 8 10pm

•KELLY OWENS"
Congratulations on being appointed
UAO's Director ol Internal Affairs
Love. Your Phi Mu Sisters

WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS. INC.
WICI members-come Vole lor your 1969-90
officers Wed. Apr 5 at 7:30m the West naH
Commons (2nd Floor) Everyone can then Join
us ol a lour ol the TV Station. WBGU

•USG POSITIONS AVAILABLE
APPLY TOOAY
405 STUDENT SERVICES
•GET INVOLVED

••wici" wici" wicr-wici"

YOU ARE WARMLY INVITED TO A
BAHA'I FIRESIDE
A Fireside can be a bnef presentation of the
Baha'l Faith, an Informal and open discussion exploring facets of the Faith, a musical
presentation, or just an evening for getting
acquainted. Come Investigate the youngest
of the world's independent religions In the
oemtort of a home setting, tree from the
pressure of proselytizing.
t st and 3rd FRIDAYS. 7:30PM
Home ol Jim ft Vicky Corbitt
840 Pearl St B G
352-7877 (tor a nde)

LOST & FOUND

•USG Positions Available*
Apply Today
405 Student Services
Get Involved
100.000 CHILDREN IN THE U.S.
ARE WITHOUT HOMES EACH NIGHT
DEMONSTRATE YOUR CONCERN!
Following Harold Moss speech Thurs April 6
at 7 30p m m 115 Education, people will show
their solidarity with the homeless by not returning to their homes that night
PLEASE JOIN US IN THE UNION OVAL OR AT
THE UCF CENTER OVERNIGHT on aprll 8.
For more information call 352-7534
Adoption - Loving couple wishes to adopt a
newborn Will provide a lot ol love and financial
security for your baby An expenses paud Confdeni.ai Call collect 1 822-9286
ALPHA PHI ALPHA

Lost man's silver and ony» ring 1st lloor M S
Please call Brent 353-554 2

RIDES
RtDE NEEDE0 TO AND FROM OHIO UNIVER
SJTY WEEKEND OF APRIL 7 9th GAS$ CALL
JULIE 2-4321

SERVICES OFFERED

A TO Z DATA CENTER 352-5042
Complete Packaging Needs UPS. Federal Express Typing. Resumes FAX Copies
Center lor Choice II
Abortion Morrung Alter Treatment
Free Pregnancy Test
Proud to be Pro Choice
16 N Huron Toledo. OH

255 7769
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
Confidential and Informative
Weksten. Wecare We can help
BG Pregnancy Center 354-HOPE
Professional Typing
Theses, term papers, manuscripts
Prompt Service 352-4485
Typing Service
Resumes-term papers
354 0371
TYPING SERVICES for all types ol papers
Reasonable rates with accuracy
Call 352-3987 from 8am lo 9pm

PERSONALS

MAYNARD FERGUSONS High Voltage

Congratulations to Rick, Nick, Brian, Wayman and Clarence, the neo's of Alpha Phi
Alpha. We knew you guys could do It. We are
proud of you all.
Love,
thea.c.'s
Anyone interested m volunteering lo work tor
the RED CROSS BGSU BLOODMOBILEduring
the week of April 10lh- 14th please Contact
Lisa At 372-6716

Are you romanticaly involved' Are you 18 or
over and a student? II so. you and your partner
are invited in a study called Perception of F*n
Segments " II takes 1 hr and pays Si0 per
couple Can 2-2294 or sign up at 227 Williams
Ha*
As part of a series of stories on abortion, The
BG News is interested m talking to students
who have experienced an unwanted pregnancy
and learning how they handled the situation Al
names would be kept confidential It you are
willing to share your story contact Belh Thomas
at 372 2603
ATTENTION SPORTS FANS'
Follow Falcon Spring Sports action
pocket Schedules now available at the ticket
Office
GET YOURS TOOAY FREE'

ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
OFFICERS'ADVISORS Don't forget to make
your reservation lor the Student Organizations
Leadership Recognition Reception on Tuesday
April t8 1989 Call the Student Activities Of
fice at 372-2843
BRATHAUS
WEDNESDAY T-SHIRT NIGHT
THURSDAY CAP NIGHT

COLLEGE MONEY Private scholarships You
win receive financial aid GUARANTEED Federally approved program Scholarships /401C
Louisburg
Raleigh. NC 27604
919876 7891
Come Judge the best pizza m BG Contest at the
All campus Dance Marathon. April 15 (Si 00
al the pizza you can eat taste test)

MOTORCYCLE
INSTRUCTION
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CaM Wood County Board ol
Education
3S4-9O10or 243-4223

Congratulations Karol Argo'
You have talent and Spirit
Good Luck at cheerleadmg tryouts
agam'
Monica
Congrahaaodne to Jd Nichols on your recent
Phi Beta Deit pinning to Stu Henderson
Love.
The Sisters of Chi Omega

Escape with UAO's Spring Camping ft Hiking
Tnp at John Bryan Stale Park on April 849 for
only $20 00 Sign Up m UAO unW April 5th»
Every Thursday Night is brathaus Cap night
we w4l give away brathaus caps
every half hour'
The caps are form 9 00-11 30am Be here
early tor better chance to win'
Friday and Saturday
Quarter Drafts amd Dogs
Quarters Cafe 2-7pm

Tonight and every wed nighi T-shirt night at
Brathaus' We will give away Brathaus I shirts
every 1/2 hour from 9 30pm to 1 00am Be
here earfy 'or better chance to wm

Get Into Shape For Summer
New 8 week weight loss program on campus
Spnng Program Wed March 29 thru May 17
Summer Program Wed May 1 7 thru July 5
8 week course under S20 00
PLEASE CALL FOR DETAILS TODAY
1-423-0505 "' 1-878-8343

TWISTING THE NI0HT AWAY
Featuring BRAILLE RADIO
GROOVE MASTER
SHEEPISH GRIN
PHANTOM CIRCUS and
MUSIC KING

HEY 'WILD" UAAERS
LETS
GET
REGIONALSI
GOOD LUCK SUSIE PLETCHER!

TWISTING THE NIGHT AWAY
TWISTING THE NK3HTAWAY
TWISITNG THE NIGHT AWAY

HOMECOMING 1989
LOGO CONTEST
"PRIME TIME'89"
Applications are being accepted for a logo
lor Homecoming Week '89
SI 00 PRIZE
Entries accepted at 405 Student Services
372-2843 for ?'•
•"t100"$100"J100"
HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT SOCIETY
ELECTION NIGHT
WED. APRIL 5, 7:30
BAA 1011

KAPPA DELTA ' KAPPA DELTA
Way lo go at the greek events this weekend
first place- ZBT-KKG Greek Olympiad
Second Place- Show Off your tan
Third Place- FIJI Ultimate Fnsbee
Congratulations to all the teams
Keep the SPIRIT up
KAPPA DELTA ' KAPPA OELTA
Kappa Oetta • Steph Watkms ' Kappa Delia
Congratulations on your long awaited engagement to John Battagha
KAPPA SIG PHI MU
DOUBLE DARE
KAPPA SIG PHI MU
DOUBLE DARE
KAPPA SKS PHI MU
KAPPA SIGMA DOUBLE DARE
HAPPY HOURS
FRIDAY APRIL 7th
UPTOWN 7-9 PM
18 AND OVER WELCOME
KAPPA SIGMA DOUBLE DARE
HAPPY HOURS
FRI0AY 7th
UPTOWN 7-9 PM
18 AND OVER WELCOME
KAPPA SIGMA DOUBLE DARE
HAPPY HOURS
FRIOAY APRIL 7th
UPTOWN 7-9 PM
18 AND OVER WELCOME
KAPPA SIGMA DOUBLE DARE
HAPPY HOURS
FRIDAY APRIL 7th
UPTOWN 7-9 PM
18 AND OVER WELCOME
KAPPA SIGMA DOUBLE DARE
HAPPY HOURS
FRIDAY APRIL 7th
UPTOWN 7-9PM
18 AND OVER WELCOME
Phi Delta Theta " Phi Delta Theta
'JOECANCILLERE*
Thanks for such a greal time Saturday night' Al I
can say Is "you drive me crazy"' How do you
feel about pineapples on Apnl 14?
Love. Missi
Alpha Phi * Alpha Phi' Alpha Phi
Phi Sigma Kappi
Congratulations on winning
the Greek olympiad. Our
very first Philantropy
PHI SIGMA KAPPA
Congratulates Todd McMaster
lor drsl place In the
Obstacle course Way to Go"
Phi Sigma Kippi
Congratulates all the Phi S*g who
particpated m the Greek Olympiad
PhiS!gm«K«pp»
would hke to thank
au of the Kappa Coaches
Thanks!
PHI SIGS " KAPPA
Hey Phi S*g Teem' Congratulations on FIRST
PLACE greek olympiad victory' You guys are
the best, we had a Great time"
Love your Kappa Coaches.
Kim. Sue. Jodi. Laura

PREPARE FOR AN EVOLUTION!
FROM BC TO BG
GREEK WEEK '89
Quarter's Cafe
No Cover
Sunday to Wednesday
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
8th ANNUAL BEDRACE
Fri . April 7. 5 00-7 00. Ridge Si
Happy Hours al Marks 2 30 4 30 G
SUSIE FRANK
The Undergraduate Alumni Assoc
Says Congrats on
Tourgutdes'

TWISTING THE NIGHT AWAY
April 15. BprrvBam
Eppler South-All Students and
Sibs Welcome
(All Proceeds go to the Wood Co Bowling
Green United Way)

WANTED:
remeJe roommate lor summer m 2*man apl on
CtoughSl Call Jom at 372-5007
Way logo TerrlBollie
New Aerobics Instructor'
Love. You Phi Mu Sisters

WEDNESDAY NIGHT CLUB
MEETING 10 00 MAHKS
TOPIC SAM PEPPER MAN OR MYTH'
WHERE IS. SPLEAN
ZBT " JON, ERIC. GARY • ZBT
Do your ears hang low?''
Thanks for being awesome coaches.
the Greek Olympiad was a Wast'
'Potato. Potato' Love you Phi Mu team

"Living With Alzheimers' sponsored by The
Undergraduate Gerontology Association Wednesday April 15. 1989 At the Wood County
Senior Citizen Center-5 30-9 00

ATTENTION'
All students looking for summer job work at
Blossom Mus<c Center • Enjoy a summer full of
music Positions available include ushers, ticket
takers, perking attendants, grounds maintenance Part-time ft full-time hours available lor
both days ft evenings Season begins md-May
Pick up application NOW at Student Employment Office (Student Services BfcJg ) and bring
it with you to open interviews being held at
Blossom Music Center Apnl IS. 16 between
10am and 4pm (or mail to Blossom Music
Center 1145 West Steels Corners Rd Cuya
hoga Falls. OH 44223 >
Camp Staff tor Girl Scout Camp near Kalameroo. Ml June 7-Augu8l 7 Waterfront staff.
asst director business manager, program director health supervisor CIT director, unit
leaders, counselors, kitchen staff, other positions For an application contact Girl Scouts ol
Singing Sands Council. 15985 Stale Road 23.
Granger. IN 46530 (219) 277-0900. or your
placement office
Graduating Seniors
America's largest insurance ft financial service
company has openings for multi-lines agents ft
registered representatives Excellent opportunity with extensive financial product line Excellent benefits ft training program For confidential
interview cad Neal Kruse st 419-865-6781
Mon through Fri 9am-4pm

2 female non-smoking rents for 89-90 school
year. Haven House Call Carrie at 353-6234 or
Tammy 353-5631
250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed!
Private, coed, summer camp In Pocono
Mountains, Northeastern Pennsylvania. Lohlkan. P.O. Box 234BO. Kenllworth, NJ 07033
(201)278-0585.
4-6 females lo sublease big house close to
campus for summer session Call 2-4887 or
2-4983
Anyone Interested In volunteering to work for
the RED CROSS BGSU BLO00MOBILE during
the week of Apm i oth-14th Please Contact
Lisa at 372-6716
Non-smokmg female roommate to share 2 bedroom aprtment for summer and or fat and spring
semesters Ca* 354-4722
Non-smokmg female rmte needed for this
summer term Fully furnished apt All uttl paid
except elec
$300 for the summer Cai
353-5738

One male roommate needed lor 89 90 School
Year. $135 a month Cai 2-1349 or 2-1253
One male roommate needed to sublease
apartment at 801 5th st For 89-90 School
Year Rrent 137 50/mo plus electric Call Bob
or Simon 2 3842
Part-time on call data entry clerk. Roadway
Express is looking for part-time data entry
clerks lo work outside our loading dock using
a isser data scanner. Position will be 8 to 24
hrs. par week. Nights and weekends wage Is
S7.50fhr. Apply al 8180 Hagman Rd. Toledo,
Oh. Anytime Wednesday 1-S pm. Equal opportunltyfalflrmatlve action employer.
Women and mlnoritlea encouraged to apply.
Roommate Wanted
1 bedroom futy furnished apt $370 covers
May-Aug plus shared utilities Call Ellen at
35301 77 or 37221 53
Subieasers needed for summer'Big house with
3 bedrooms. 2 full baths, and 2 living rooms
dose to campus, low rent(neg ) Please call
Karen or tOni al 372-4044

WANTED 4. 5. or 6 females lo sublease
house for summer Close lo campus. A/C.
washer/dryer, backyard, garage, affordable"
Non-smokers preferred Contact 352-1668 for

HELP WANTED
Attention College Students living within 75
miles of Findsay.
National company needs 9 students for fuH time
summer employment Earn S2.00-S3.000 plus
cash scholarships Can work in home town
Guaranteed income plus many benefits Need
transportation Apply in person. Wednesday
ApFM 5lh al one of the fosdwing times
1 O0-1 45. 2.30-315 pm Fort Room Studeni
Union

* 1 bedroom ft 2 bedroom
lurn ft unfurn spartments
' Roommates needed male female
Call John Newlove Real Estate
354-2260

Only 1 Left, 507 E. Merry
Completely Furnished Lge 2 bedroom Apis
Nexl Door lo Campus
9 and 1 /2 Month Lease-private parking and
Laundry Facilities
Call Newlove Rentals

352-5620

Jaymar Apartments
2 bedroom apartments
Available for summer fall
As low as $405 per month

354-6036

Highly motivated energetic individual lo fill bartending, waiter, waitress, floor walker and cashier positions al high energy nightclub car
pooling available Apply al Buttons Tues thru
Sun after 8 30 pm

1 Bedroom furnished ft 2 bedroom unfurnished
12 month leases 352-3445

Instructor - Part-time for GMAT lest preparation
course Good Test score and teaching experience required 419-536-3701

1 or 2 persons to sublease i bedroom apl
June-Aug Close on 2nd St Call 353-5660.
Trustworthy our furnishings

Keeeys Island
Porthole Cafe needs cooks.
bartenders, and waiters
Starting May 15 th
Send resume lo
P O Box 792
Kelleys Island Ohio
43438

1,2.3. Bedroom Apartments
Please call between 13045 30
In the afternoon CaM 354-8800
We allow Pels

Arhsitic Person to draw Fantasy Creatures
Mick 353-1999

LIFEGUARDS WANTED Seasonal work available at Portage Quarry Rec Club MUST
BRING CURRENT RED CROSS CERTIFICATION CARD and apply m person at T Square
Graphics. 121 South Main. Bowling Green.
Ohio Accepting appfceahons through Apnl 28.
1969 ONLY

3 bedroom down. 4 bedroom up duplex 146 S
Simmit 12 month lease Call 352-1268
3 rmts needed to sublet house on 1230 E
Wooster for summer semester 89 For info call
Val3725841 or Sue at 353-6338

803 FIFTH ST
FREE GAS, HEAT, WATER AND SEWER
Two bedroom apts. completely lurmshed and
unfurnished, balconies and patios.
private parking and laundry facilities
call newlove rentals 352-5620

Now hiring for day and evening positions Busperson grill cooks and kitchen prep Apply in
person 2-4 pm Bob Evans. 1726 E Wooster

Adjacent Campus Furnished 1BR Apt Summer/Fan $250 00 plus ut.l. deposit 353-5197

PRODUCTION ASSISTANTS
for student Publications Apply through
TOOAY, APRIL Sat Student Employment
460 Student Services Bldg

APARTMENTS- 2 bedroom, furnished unfurn
Summer. 2 semester or 12 mo leases 1/2
block to campus FREE cable T V . lock-out key
service, heel New carpet, some new furmture
Call Tom 352-4673 days. 9a m.-Sp.m
352-1800 evenings ft weekends

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Putin-Bay Island on Lake Erie
Carryoutdeli 45-50 hrs per week
Paid Housing
Start as soon as school year ends
Contact Irwln Sllverman:
Call (419)471-1924 or wrHe to:
5034 Breezeway Dr., Toledo. OH 43813
Summer Jobs-Men A Women wanted to work
Bowling Green - Toledo area Outside work
cleaning ft sen/icing swimming pools We will
tram May 1 at to Sepl 1 st Call Coach Wemert

3S20556

WANTED

FOR RENT

The Student Recreation Center is looking lor a
few good summer Life Guards and swimming
Instructors interested call Scott al 2-7477

Toledo Symphony
Help the TSO promote the new 198990
Season A new subscription campaign to attrat
audiences lo our different series start soon
Greal part-time evening work for summer' It you
are outgoing motivated, and like classical
James at 241-1272

WANTED)
BGSU s most Qualified students as advertising
sales representatives (or THE BG NEWS
If you are a self-motivated, results oriented person. YOU have the potential to be one of the
highest paid students on campus
* Al majors encouraged to apply *
Must nave own car
Applications ft fob descriptions available at 214
West Hall Deadline Fn April 7 5 PM

Wanted ReaW salesperson needed for lighthouse pools. Cleveland Product line includes,
pools, spas, pado furniture and related items
Applicant should have llexibie schedule and a
positive altitude competitive hriy rate plus
commission Interested cad Mike CoSect (216)
862-3121
Wanted 3 man crew to install above ground
swimmmg pools W« tram, little equipment
needed Ideal candidate should be motrvsted
hard workng and reliable potential income
$300-5500 Wk per person. Cleveland area
Interested call mike collect (216) 662-3121
Whrtehouse Nannies Best families m Washington D C Area Seeking Top chridcare in
Exchange for great salary. Room and Board
Travel opportunity Minimum t year commitment All Employers Screened in person Can or
write Whrtehouse Nannies 4733 Bethasda
Ave Suite 804. Bethesda Maryland 20814 or
call 301 654-1242

FOR SALE
1980 Chevelte. needs work $100 or besi
otter Call after 5 PM 353-7311
1986 Fender Gemini H
AconsGuiiar $150 00 Call372-1186
79Chevette. 4-Dr 1 Owner
$700 00 372-3947 After 7 OOpm
87 VW Quantum
5spd 4dr
Sunroof-loaded 22.000 miles
Must eel 3520431
Black leather Jacket $70
Stereo Cassette Deck $35

Can you buy Jeeps. Cars. 4 X 4 s Seized in
drug raids lor under $ I 00 00' Cell for tacts to
day 602-837-3401 Ext 299

Apt. for rent. 2 bdrm. New furniture, new rug,
very large, $450/monlh 354-2483.
Beat the Heat'
Summer Sublease -2 bedroom, air*
conditioning, fully furnished, newly carpeted
apartment Low Cost. 650 Scott Hamaton. 2
blocks from campus Cai 353-7723 anytime
CARTY RENTALS
Apr. houses ft rooms for rent
For summer, also lo fill lor nexl school year
Call 352 7365 or 3530325
Cheap Summer Rates
1 ft2 bedroom apartments
Rates beginning at $4 7 5 entire summer
Call 352-9302.
Cozy, upstairs studio apartment available in
May Close to campus and downtown Perfect
for one. only $250 Must see1 Cai 352-2809.
For Rent 2 bedroom furnished apartment for 2
lo 4 people summer only located 304 E
Court SI Call614-291-0767
FREE
WATERBEO
wi me summer sub-lease of my downtown
apartment Call 3540495 for more Info
Furnished 1 bedrm w/ A/C' acal May 1.
$240/mo plus gas ft electric Cai 354-4027

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
800 THIRD STREET
Summer and Fall Openings
1 ft 2 bedroom apartments
Free Heat. Water and Sewer
School year leases available
Reasonable Rates

Call 352-4966
GRAD STUDENTS: EXCELLENT EFFECIENCY
FOR NEXT SCHOOL YEAR. $250.00 NEAR
CAMPUS. 353-4471 RAY
GREAT VALUE
Large 2 bedrm turn apts very quiet, ww carpet, ac disposal, laundry, free heat $325 mon
pfcrs elec Summer rales neg Cai Michael
352-2835
Houses lor 1969-90 school year
CaM 352-2330 or 352-7992 after 5pm 9-5pm
352-4166
Need 2 people lo take over next school years
lease
2 bedrooms, 2 person limit.
$300/month
If interested. Call Anna
(353-4096) or Barb (353-3877)
New ft affordable, newly re-modeled, new carpel, new furnishings - all within walking distance
to Unrv Families welcome $450 per month
CaliLoraine-419-536-8153
Now leasing lor summer and fal
PIEDMONT APARTMENTS
Pnvileges lo Cherrywood Health Spa
Preferred Properties Co 352-9378
Party Room For Rent
Preferred Properties. Co.

352-9378
PRIME LOCATION ON MANVILLE
4-6 PEOPLE NEEDED TO SUBLEASE HOUSE
MAY-AUGUST HOUSE HAS BRAND NEW
CARPET. TILE AND FURNITURE IS AVAILABLE PLEASE CALL 383-5058 IF INTER
ESTED
Rallvlew Mlnl-Warehouse
(at the comer ol Railroad Ave and Lehman
Ave.) 5X7 -9x1 5 -9X30
Preferred Properties, Co
352-9378

Can you buy Jeepa. Cars. 4 X 4's Seized in
drug rakJs lor under $ 100 007 Call for tacts today 602-637 34Q1 Ext 299

Save Money! 2 bedrooms
1 and 12 bath Apartments $435/Semester
based on 4 persons
Cai 352-9302

CD PLAYER
Portable. Programmable, w remote
$120 Neg Ask for John 352 8981

Very Nice 2 Bedroom Furnished lor 4 people 9
month lease 352-3446

